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EUROPE MSCI INDEX
(ratio scale)
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Note: D = On July 26, 2012, ECB President Mario Draghi pledged to do "whatever it takes" to defend the euro. NIRP = negative interest-rate policy. QEE = expansion and extension of QE.
Source: MSCI.
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Note: D = On July 26, 2012, ECB President Mario Draghi pledged to do "whatever it takes" to defend the euro. NIRP = negative interest-rate policy. QEE = expansion and extension of QE.
Source: MSCI.
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CANADA MSCI INDEX
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CHILE MSCI INDEX
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Figure 18. DENMARK MSCI INDEX
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Figure 20. FINLAND MSCI INDEX
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Figure 21: EMU MSCI INDEX (ratio scale)

Note: D = On July 26, 2012, ECB President Mario Draghi pledged to do “whatever it takes” to defend the euro. NIRP = negative interest-rate policy. QEE = expansion and extension of QE.

Source: MSCI.
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Figure 32.

JAPAN MSCI STOCK PRICE INDEX

US Dollars

Local Currency

Note: A = Markets start to anticipate Abenomics. QQE is Quantitative and Qualitative Easing. QQEE is the expanded and extended version of QQE. NIRP = negative interest rates. YC = Yield curve targeting.
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